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Savor with all your senses
Our family-led four star hotel offers culinary richness and
attractive arrangements for your discovery tour along Saxony’s Wine Route. Only a few minutes walking distance
away from the hotel you can find the vineyard of Saxon
master vintner Klaus Zimmerling – his expertise and our
cuisine merge in one of Saxony’s most beautiful castle
complexes into a unique experience.
Fireplace restaurant with gourmet kitchen
Bistro with regional specialties
Hotel-owned confectioner’s shop
Bus service – Elbe River Steamboat jetty

Dresden-Pillnitz Castle Hotel
Schloss Hotel Dresden-Pillnitz
August-Böckstiegel-Straße 10
01326 Dresden
Phone +49(0)351 2614-0
reservierung@schlosshotel-pillnitz.de
www.schlosshotel-pillnitz.de
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Old Splendor in New Glory.
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Kriebstein Castle

Old splendor in new glory
»Be warmly welcomed to Schloesserland Sachsen! For more than eight hundred years the land, which once had
emerged from the March of Meissen, was ruled by members of my dynasty. And they left magnificent buildings
everywhere – evidence of their power and wealth, but also testimony to joie de vivre and love of the arts. As margraves, dukes, electors and kings of the House of Wettin they once contributed to what Saxony represents today:
the most popular destination in Germany for culture-loving tourists. Of course, it was not just them – everywhere
in the country, Saxon nobles strived to emulate their idol, thus generating a density of gorgeous estates that is
unique in the world. Many of them were designed by the best architects of their time. Masterbuilders, such as
Arnold von Westfalen, Matthaeus Daniel Poeppelmann and Johann Christoph Knoeffel, created buildings which
met the highest standards of the time and which today continue to attract as much admiration as ever. They have
carefully been restored and are open to visitors from far and near as museums, cultural sites or hotels.
With every step you take you will encounter outstanding testimonies to Saxon creativity: medieval
castles and monasteries, proud Renaissance palaces, pompous Baroque residences, extensive gardens
and parks and fantastic neo-style buildings of the 19th century. Indulge in the way of life of
the nobles of bygone times and allow yourself to be enchanted in an atmosphere of exclusivity.
Listen to the wealth of anecdotes about our rich history, for which I myself, in no small part,
am responsible.«
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Elector Frederick Augustus I of Saxony, King Augustus II of Poland,
also known as »Augustus the Strong« (1670 – 1733)

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Moritzburg Castle

Altzella Monastery Park

Solid

walls and
sturdy towers

»In my time, the March of Meissen started to blossom. I had forests chopped down, land turned into arable fields
and counties founded. Towns, such as Leipzig and Freiberg, emerged. Proud, fortified castles secured the new
settlements and trading routes. Some of them have been preserved so very well that still today one might expect
the castle gates to open and the lord of the castle and his companions on their stallions would sweep over the
drawbridge. Bowers and donjons, knights’ halls, castle chapels and gloomy dungeons invite you to embark on a
fascinating trip into medieval times. The special atmosphere of those times continues to greet visitors to the castles
of Mildenstein, Gnandstein and Scharfenstein even today. Apart from the castles, monasteries were set up as centers
of spiritual life. They steadily developed into centers of culture and education, as for example, the Cistercian
abbeys of Buch and Altzella. The latter did not only become famous as the burial site of Meissen
margraves, but also for its extensive library which ranked among the most important ones in the
Empire. The reason, however, that the sobriquet »the Rich« was added to my name after my
death has less to do with gaining knowledge than with acquiring a hoard of silver treasures.
Rich finds of this noble metal were discovered in the densely wooded mountains nearby
the monastery in 1168. It precipitated a »Berggeschrey« (mining frenzy), attracting scores
of pitmen and miners, charcoal burners and traders to Saxony. I gave every man who was
up to it the rights to mine in the »Ore Mountains«. Ambitions were spurred – and the

»THE
YE
N
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M
«
RAKER

»Bergzehnte« or mining duty that was owed to me filled my treasury thoroughly …«

Margrave Otto the Rich (1125 – 1190)

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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ALTZELLA MONASTERY PARK

The heritage of

the Cistercians

W

hen the waves of Reformation swept over

the echo of the monks and their activities. Such was

the bricks of the monastery were removed to be used

Saxony the German princes who had converted

the case also in Altzella, after the Saxon sovereign, Prince

elsewhere, while valuable books from the library, numbe-

to the Lutheran faith drove the monks out of their

Henry the Pious, had ordered the secularization of the

ring well over a thousand, were passed on to the Uni-

monasteries. There remained ruined monastery grounds,

Cistercian monastery there. The grounds where the

versity of Leipzig. However, because Altzella was the

in which only those interested in history could perceive

monks had lived and worked since 1175 fell into ruin,

cemetery for the noble Wettin family, the royal court
in Dresden never ceased to be interested in the lands.
Here, in 1787, Elector August III erected a mausoleum
in early-Classicistic style, while his garden architect
Johann Friedrich Huebler surrounded the white burial
place with a landscaped park in the style of the Romantic
period. The manmade landscape, so natural in its appearance, with its old pointed arches, seemingly fixed
gables and broken pillars quickly attracted famous
names of the German art world of the time, including

Mausoleum

Caspar David Friedrich and Ludwig Richter, who
found inspiration galore in Altzella. Anybody attracted
to the soft splendor of the old monastery grounds is
certain to find the same fascination that drew those
Romantics before them.

Romanesque Refectorium

The stepped Romanesque portal to the monastery

Klosterpark Altzella | Zellaer Straße 10 | 01683 Nossen | Phone +49 (0) 3 52 42 5 04 35 | altzella@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.kloster-altzella.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A14, exit Nossen-Nord or Nossen-Süd, via Federal Highway A4, exit Siebenlehn
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BUCH MONASTERY

New

chapter

in old walls
Reformation of the early sixteenth century, but the
cultural spirit at St. Marien Monastery has returned to
its ancient walls and grounds after nearly half a millennium of agricultural use. The slogan of the Cistercians
»Porta patet cor magis« – »The door is open, but the
heart even more« – has taken on a new significance,
when today markets, festivals, concerts and training

The herb garden

events take place on the imposing monastery lands.

W

herever Cistercians built monasteries, they

Themed gardens which were laid out with care and

turned forests and marshes into fertile land,

hard work invite you to come and see how the monks

and brought civilization and progress. This happened

worked each day. A local chapel, a chapter house with

at the end of the twelfth century at a smooth bend of

a Necessarium (a rare example of a monastery toilet

the Freiburger Mulde River, when the hard-working

over running water), the abbey and other parts, some

monks of this congregation cultivated the land in that

still in perfect condition and evidence of medieval

area. For more than three hundred years these monks

architecture, justify the monastery’s new function as

had been actively involved in the development of the

the cultural-historical centre of the region. Buch is

region and, with their knowledge, helped this area to

alive – and perhaps it is now what the Cistercians had

blossom. The monks disappeared as a result of the

once imagined heaven to be.

Area of what used to be the cloister

Förderverein Kloster Buch e.V. | Klosterbuch Nr. 1 | 04703 Leisnig | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 21 5 03 52 | KlosterBuch@t-online.de | www.klosterbuch.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 14, exit Döbeln-Nord, continue along Federal Road B169 direction Döbeln, or exit Leisnig into Leisnig, then follow the signposts
BY RAIL from Leipzig or Dresden to Klosterbuch station
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Stolpen Castle

STOLPEN CASTLE

Fateful years
of a mistress
The castle and town of Stolpen

A

Johannis Tower, Countess Cosel’s parlor

fortress of roughly cut timbers is said to have

Castle ows its most famous and lasting resident. For

scientists in Stolpen. The characteristic stone of the

stood here since at least 1100, where today the

almost half a century, until her death in 1765, Anna

castle mountain, as well as the deepest, unsupported

castle of Stolpen greets the visitor. The castle was first

Constantia Countess von Cosel was to remain banis-

basalt well in the world, carry the status of a national

mentioned as having been secured in the year 1222.

hed behind its walls. This cheerful, beautiful and clever

geotope.

The following eight hundred years saw much light but

woman, long-time mistress of Augustus the Strong

even more shadow, for Stolpen was to suffer greatly in

and mother of three of his children, had made enemies

the storms of European feuds. Hussites, Swedes, Prus-

due to her apparent interference in political affairs and

sians and French were to leave scars on the fortress, just

eventually was to become a victim of her princely bed-

as plague and fire did, too. But the castle was not to

mate. The stone on which the castle is built is as hard

achieve fame through war and catastrophes, but instead

as the fate suffered by Countess Cosel. Basalt, which

through intrigues at the Saxon court, to which Stolpen

forms the base of the fortress, was first described by

Burg Stolpen | Schlossstraße 10 | 01833 Stolpen | Phone +49 (0) 3 59 73 2 34 10 | stolpen@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.burg-stolpen.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Ottendorf-Okrilla via Radeberg to Stolpen via Federal Road B 6 Dresden – Bischofswerda, then signposted;
from Saxon Switzerland the way is signposted from the »Bastei« | BY BUS from Dresden to Stolpen, bus stop Schützenhausstraße
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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BAUTZEN ORTENBURG CASTLE

of Towers« greets travelers with its rooftops and tall
landmarks such as those of the »Alte Wasserkunst«
(old waterworks), the split St. Petri Cathedral, and the
Michaelis Church. Ortenburg Castle with its Renaissance gables, for so long the centre of power in Upper
Lusatia, towers high above the Spree River and the
»Seidau«. But drawbridges and defensive walls have long
since disappeared, and today the defensive structure is
open, hospitable and often the scene of cultural events.
Today, the main building accommodates the Superior
View of the town of Bautzen and Ortenburg Castle

»Alte Wasserkunst« and Michaelis Church

Administration Court of Saxony. In the former »Salzhaus« (salt house), visitors can visit the Sorbian Museum

The

power

and discover the culture of the Sorbs, a Slavic people
who have acquired the status of a recognized national
minority. The Burg Theater is one of the venues for the

of towers

renowned German-Sorbian Volkstheater, and it is also
possible to relax in the »Burghof« restaurant. Walking
along the fortifications the visitor can enjoy a wonderful

L

ong before Bishop Thietmar wrote in 1002

Lusatian hills had been put since time immemorial.

view of the winding streets of the old town, which is

about a fortress on the cliffs of the Spree River,

Later, the trade and military road Via Regia – »Kings’

well worth a visit and is teeming with bars, restaurants

people used this place as a refuge. Traces of a settlement

Road« – ran along here, bringing a prosperity which

and cozy pubs. Those who would like to stay overnight

which date back as far as the Bronze Age indicate the

has lasted until the present day, evident from the rich,

in the castle itself will find accommodation in style in

use to which this granite plateau on the edge of the

varied architecture of Bautzen. From afar »The Town

Sorbian Museum

the boarding house »Am Schloss – Haus Buchheim«.

Ortenburg Bautzen | Ortenburg 1–9 | 02625 Bautzen-Budyšin | Phone +49 (0) 35 91 4 20 16 | touristinfo@bautzen.de | www.tourismus-bautzen.de | www.museum.sorben.com
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4 or Federal Road B 6 from Dresden or Görlitz, exit A 4 Bautzen West, right into Federal Road B 96, left at traffic lights, next left again into the city center,
after the bridge right into B 96, after 200 m on the left parking garage Parkhaus Centrum, from there a relaxed 5-minute walk to the Ortenburg and Old Town
12
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MILDENSTEIN CASTLE

A

symbol of power
carved in stone
The castle complex towering high above the Freiberger Mulde River

T

Attic of the outer bailey, 14th century

he mighty castle of Mildenstein is one of the

the Gothic granary, the keep and the Romanesque

castle for one day. The exhibition provides sometimes

oldest in Saxony; its name first appears in a

castle chapel with its three-winged altar are outstanding,

drastic insights into medieval judiciary and regulation.

document in 1046. The Salier kings held court here,

as are the medieval knights’ halls. The sheer size of the

»Frieder Berg«, an unusual witness, has been revived

then the Staufer kings under Emperor Barbarossa who

castle complex allows it to be used in many ways:

especially for children: the keep, the longest serving

undertook a large-scale extension, and later still the

exhibitions and concerts are held throughout the year.

building of the castle chats about the events it witnessed

Wettin margraves under whom Mildenstein became a

Delicacies that were then served to the elector in

during almost 1000 years of history.

court of law and a notorious prison. The instruments

festively lit halls are still served by stewards and pages

of torture and the many bolted and barred doors

on St Martin’s Day. The rustic knights’ halls can also be

behind the meter-thick walls still send a shiver down the

used for private functions. And Mildenstein surrenders

spines of visitors. Architecturally, the barrel vaulting of

to those intending to enter into wedlock to rule the

Burg Mildenstein | Burglehn 6 | 04703 Leisnig | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 21 6 25 60 | mildenstein@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.burg-mildenstein.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 14, exit Leisnig to town center | BY RAIL from Leipzig, Chemnitz or Dresden to Leisnig

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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GNANDSTEIN CASTLE

A picturebook castle
T

he best preserved Romanesque fortification in

seem to be »hermits« in the sense of being closely con-

castle to someone else. This may be the reason why,

Saxony rises near the »potters’ town« of Kohren-

nected to a place far off the world’s hustle and bustle,

despite numerous conversions and extensions, it ranks

Sahlis. The lords of the castle came from old Meissen

since the family continually inhabited Gnandstein from

among the unique group of German knights’ castles

nobility, the family von Einsiedel (the name literally

the late 14th century until the end of World War II,

still invoking the spirit of long-gone ages. The donjon,

meaning »hermit«). Indeed did the lords of the castle

without ever having had to surrender the keys of the

the bailey, the battlements, shielding walls, the palace:
the fortress above the small river Wyhra is a dream come
true for all those fascinated by the medieval period.
Climbthe donjon, which was ultimate refuge for the
mountain’s inhabitants in times of war. Or visit the late
Gothic chapel with its splendid wood-carved altars and
you can feel as if transported back to those unsettled
times when Saxony was in the hands of armored warriors.
Furthermore, there is an old legend, befitting the medieval aura of Gnandstein, of a hidden treasure waiting to
be found in the grounds of the fortress. Visitors to the
Romanesque defense structure can still return home
feeling enriched without having discovered gold or
precious gems, as the exhibition of the »Gross Collection«

Castle Chapel

allows them to admire the four hundred precious exhibits
collected over seven centuries.

The castle complex

Burg Gnandstein | Burgstraße 3 | 04655 Kohren-Sahlis | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 44 6 13 09 | gnandstein@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.museum-burg-gnandstein.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4 to Highway Junction Kreuz Chemnitz, continue along Federal Highway A 72 direction Leipzig, exit Penig, continue along Federal
Road B 95 direction Leipzig, then signposted
14
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SCHARFENSTEIN CASTLE

Arts and crafts
F

At the Christmas and Toy Museum

or centuries the Ore Mountains lived from the

precious stone for which they are named – espe-

cially the silver mines, which made this picturesque
mountain range a prosperous region. But when the
faceworkers in the sixteenth century started to bring

tion«, a special treasure of folk art objects and toys

the region and be entertained by the exhibitions on folk

even less white ore out of the mines, the people of the

from all over the Ore Mountains. Scharfenstein is widely

art traditions, castle history as well as by Karl Stuelpner’s

Ore Mountains had to look for new sources of income.

known as the »Family and Adventure Castle« which

history. So anybody wanting to come as near as possible

Therefore, what previously had been a way of passing

offers a hands-on historical experience to live and learn

to such items as the carved wooden animal, the German

the long winter nights became their way of earning

by. Fairy tale weekends, carving, painting and crafting

incense smoker, the Christmas arch or the Christmas

their daily bread: the production of wooden figures

workshops for children are among the castle attractions.

pyramid, should conquer Scharfenstein Castle as soon

and Christmas decorations. It is possible to see the rich

Also popular with the youngsters are scavenger hunts

as possible!

fruits of this craft tradition at Scharfenstein Castle.

with Karl Stuelpner, »the Robin Hood of the Ore

This 800-year-old castle possesses the »Martin Collec-

The castle complex

Mountains«. Adults, too, can learn something about

Burg Scharfenstein | Schlossberg 1 | 09430 Drehbach, OT Scharfenstein | Phone +49 (0) 37 25 7 07 20 | scharfenstein@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.die-sehenswerten-drei.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Road B 174, second exit in Zschopau | BY RAIL Chemnitz – Bärenstein, get off at Scharfenstein

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Rochlitz Castle

Castles become
palaces
»As the widow of Duke John of Saxony, I resided in Rochlitz for ten years. Much to the dismay of my father-inlaw, Duke George, who fiercely opposed Luther, I supported the Reformation in my dominion. But when the
religious war started, in which even brothers and relatives fought each other, I tried to mediate. Nevertheless my
heart beat for the Protestant side. Before my time in Rochlitz, the architecture in Central Germany was in full
bloom already. This lent my residence special splendor, since it was here where renowned masterbuilder Arnold
von Westfalen tried out completely new forms and possibilities in building. High and wide windows ending in
pointed arches and resembling gathered curtains became his trademark. This shape gave them their name: »arched
curtain windows«. They are not only found at Rochlitz, but also at Kriebstein and
Meissen Albrechtsburg Castle, which is deemed to be Arnold’s masterpiece.
And that is also where a second invention gained full recognition: the cellular
vault, an entirely new technique of ceiling design. It was capable of
spanning most various groundplans in a wide range of forms. Slowly,
with these novelties and the changing requirements of the property
owners, the frugal castles began to give way to a kind of architecture
that turned away from the idea of defense to focus on representation: the

»THE
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palace.«

Elisabeth von Rochlitz (1502 –1557)

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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ROCHLITZ CASTLE

Residence of the forgotten Wettins
n the 10th century, this fortress was part of the

I

appear like a fortified cathedral. Whoever comes to

part of the history of the outpost above the Zwickauer

defense of the hard-won German victory over the

visit this area can still feel the historic turbulence which

Mulde River – even today it still bears the scars of

West Slavs. Today, more than a millennium later, the

was part of the German settlement drive to the east

shots from the Thirty Years’ War. However, there is

Rochlitz towers »Light Jupe« and »Dark Jupe« still rise

during the High Middle Ages. Later emperors, kings

also a brighter side to the history of Rochlitz Castle,

over the Zwickauer Mulde River and have the castle

and electors held court here. Wars and sieges were also

especially thanks to three of the Wettins. Dedo von
Groitzsch had the impenetrable forests cleared and
encouraged the settlement of the lands around Rochlitz,
while Margrave Wilhelm the One-eyed and later the
Electors Ernest and Albert had the defense castle rebuilt
as a residential palace. Duchess Elisabeth von Sachsen
dedicated herself to the Reformation and attempted to
The castle at the Mulde River

be a negotiator between the two sides in the Schmalkaldic War (1546-1547). Each generation of occupiers
of the palace left their stamp on it, and inside there are

a newly opened interactive exhibition thrills visitors both

numerous architectural gems waiting to be discovered.

young and old with the history of the »long forgotten

Anybody who likes to be transported back to long past

Wettins«. The castle has also earned its reputation by

times will enjoy the Gothic windows, ornamented

its exciting and highly entertaining guided tours

cruciform vaults, defensive passages, dungeons, the

during which one can learn up close how people lived

large court kitchen and the torture chamber. A special

centuries ago.

attraction is the lovingly restored Princes’ House with
its impressive state rooms, such as the 300-m2 dining
The Renaissance Hall in the castle’s Princes’ House

hall, for example. After almost 20 years of restoration,

Schloss Rochlitz | Sörnziger Weg 1 | 09306 Rochlitz | Phone +49 (0) 37 37 49 23 10 | rochlitz@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schloss-rochlitz.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Higway A 72, exit Rochlitz, continue along Federal Road B 175, and via Federal Highway A 14, exit Döbeln Nord, follow Federal Roads B 169 and B 175
BY RAIL/BUS from Geithain, Narsdorf, Mittweida, Erlau by bus to Rochlitz
18
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KRIEBSTEIN CASTLE

A dream of a

knight’s castle
peace. The steepest road in Saxony now leads up the
granulite rock, on top of which the late Gothic jewel
was built. The unique residential tower, 147 feet tall and
with six dormer windows, was home to the first owner
Dietrich von Beerwalde over 600 years ago. It contains
the richly decorated Kriebstein Room from about 1423.
Just as unique are the illusionist murals in the 15thcentury treasure vault, the scenes depicting the Virgin
Mary in the 1410 chapel and of course the Alexius
Altar. In 1986 a treasure was discovered in the chimney
Inside the Castle Chapel

of the living room and the jewels are now displayed in
the treasure vault. A varied program of events and cultu-

R

aftsmen used to cross themselves when they rea -

ral highlights, such as a medieval festival, a »fairytale

ched the steep rock of the ochre castle of Krieb-

castle« event, rock concerts, stylish knights’ banquets

stein, from here on the Zschopau River was reasonably

and spine-chillingly mysterious tours of the ancient

tame and the countryside safe, at least in times of

walls are held here on this steep rock.

The castle

Burg Kriebstein | 09648 Kriebstein | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 27 95 20 I kriebstein@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.burg-kriebstein.eu
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Higway A 4, exit Mittweida or Hainichen, follow the touristic signposting to the Talsperre Kriebstein/Burg Kriebstein; via Federal Highway A 14, exit Döbeln-Nord direction Waldheim
BY RAIL Berlin – Chemnitz, get off at Waldheim Station
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Weesenstein Castle

WEESENSTEIN CASTLE

pearl in
crown

A
Saxony’s

The Castle Chapel

ike a pearl, Weesenstein grew layer by layer. The

L

Saxony. Today visitors can discover the nooks and

short: Whoever enjoys mazes and the unexpected will

castle, which has stood over the Mueglitz Valley

crannies of this network of staircases; on the fifth floor

find adventure enough in the peculiar residence of King

for nearly seven hundred years, has often been partly

they come across a horse stable while the noble

John. Afterwards a walk in the palace park, a visit to

demolished and rebuilt according to prevailing con-

chambers from the 18th and 19th centuries, with their

the restaurant »Königliche Schlossküche« or a tankard

temporary tastes, so that it has varied stylistic elements

precious wall coverings, can be found one floor below

of good »Weesenstein Schlossbräu« – a traditional beer

from the Gothic to the Classicist periods. Thus did a

the cellar. The »Monk’s Way« is said to be haunted by

which originated in the 16th century – guarantees a

curiosity among Saxon palaces arise; it grew downwards

the lost ghost of a former palace resident. Perhaps it is

most enjoyable recovery.

into the valley over the centuries, and occasionally was

the illusion-filled façade paintings which prevent him

too much for its owners. Here, in his favorite residence,

from finding peace in this confusion – in this unusual

the gifted Prince John worked on his translation of

palace where even the windows are often nothing more

Dante’s Divine Comedy before he became king of

The Leather-Tapestry Hall

than an illusion, for every third is only a painting. In

Schloss Weesenstein | Am Schlossberg 1 | 01809 Müglitztal | Phone +49 (0) 3 50 27 62 60 | weesenstein@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schloss-weesenstein.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Higway A 17, exit Pirna, further along towards Glashütte or via Federal Road B 172 to Heidenau or Pirna, then continue towards Altenberg
BY CITY RAIL Dresden – Schöna, get off at Heidenau, then by »Müglitztalbahn« railway to Weesenstein | BY BUS Heidenau-Glashütte, get off at the Weesenstein bus stop
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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MEISSEN ALBRECHTSBURG CASTLE

Meissen with the castle hill: The Local Court in the Bishop’s Seat, the Cathedral and Albrechtsburg Castle

»W

here is the hill on which three castles grow,
along its side three waters flow?« – Thus goes

an old German rhyme. The solution to the riddle is

Reach for
the top

The Small Chapel Room with porcelain on display

»Meissen«. Here, where the castle hill is surrounded by

fortification was soon replaced by a castle built of stone

the rivers Elbe, Triebisch and Meisa, a wooden fortifi-

that henceforth stood out as a solitary landmark of

tural solutions and design still impress visitors today.

umphant march through Europe began. Impressive

cation was built in 929, high above the gloomy forests

mundane power sending out impulses far beyond the

However, after centuries of blossoming the place re-

exhibits in the castle rooms, displayed in a modern

in the eastern-most parts of the then still young Holy

borders of the March of Meissen. So it was here that,

mained unused for a long time. It was not until Augustus

interactive style, remind us of this stroke of occidental

Roman Empire. It was to become the cradle of Saxony

supervised by masterbuilder Arnold von Westfalen,

the Strong decreed that the first European porcelain

inventive genius. In every corner visitors will find a real

– the place from where, for centuries to come, the

Germany’s first palace building was erected by the

manufactory move into the building that new life was

picturebook of Saxon history, which time and again

princes’ dynasty of the Wettins ruled the land at the

Wettins as a symbol of their power to be seen from afar

breathed into the castle situated above the Elbe River.

brings the fascination of architecture, power and por-

heart of Europe, which steadily gained in power. The

– a masterly piece of architecture whose bold architec-

With the »White Gold« produced in Meissen, its tri-

celain in Germany’s oldest palace back to life.

Albrechtsburg Meissen | Domplatz 1 | 01662 Meißen | Phone +49 (0) 35 21 4 70 70 | albrechtsburg@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.albrechtsburg-meissen.de | DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal
Highway A 4, exit Siebenlehn, further along Federal Road B 101 up to Meißen; via Federal Highway A 13, exit Radeburg; via Federal Highway A 14, exit Nossen-Ost; via Federal Road B 6 from Dresden
to Meißen | By Elbe River steamboats up to the Meißen jetty | BY CITY RAIL S 1 to Meißen Station | By sightseeing tour bus between the Porcelain Manufactory, the Old Town and the Castle Hill
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Meissen Albrechtsburg Castle, Large Court Hall

Augustusburg Castle

New

thinking –
new forms

»In my time, in the 16th century that is, the spirit of Renaissance came to take hold of Saxony. The Dark Ages gave
way to the dawn of discoveries and to newly gained knowledge. We, the princes, supported the arts and sciences
and took care of the development of trade and crafts. We did not want to carry on living in the tight, uncomfortable
castles of our forefathers. So we had residential palaces redesigned in Torgau and Dresden. With their richly
decorated façades, long rows of windows, artfully designed spiral staircases, new castle chapels and representative
flights of rooms, they raised admiration throughout Europe. In fact, I myself contributed to the latter with my
Cabinet of Artifacts and Curiosities, in which I collected anything precious or rare in the world that
I could lay my hands on or that was presented to me – from a unicorn to mineral specimens to
precious items and paintings – and presented them to my awestruck visitors. Many of my
successors became addicted to collecting, too, some even worse than me. I also had the old
castles in Freiberg, Nossen and Colditz converted into palaces with splendidly decorated
portals, widely stepped gables and large halls. State-of-the-art fortifications in Italian and
Dutch style with canon-armed battlements and safe casemates were built in Dresden and
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Leipzig for the defense of the towns. The Koenigstein Mountain in the Elbe Sandstone
Mountains was extended to become an unconquerable state fortress. And with Augustusburg
Castle in the Ore Mountains, I left a truly impressive edifice.«

Elector Augustus (1526 –1586)

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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AUGUSTUSBURG CASTLE

The crown of the Ore Mountains
ere, where stallions once breathed heavily in

H

from the history of this fascinating means of travel are

from afar, this old hunting lodge rises above the

front of grand barouches, horse-powered engines

on display here. During the »Winter Meeting« of the

Zschopau Valley on a porphyry cone. It is aptly called

now roar. Augustusburg Castle is one of the favorite

motorcycle congregation, Augustusburg Castle attracts

the »Crown of the Ore Mountains« because of its roof

places of motorcycle fans since it is the home of Europe’s

thousands of motorcycle fans. The monumental Re-

shape. The imposing structure which in four centuries

largest motorbike museum. Numerous unique exhibits

naissance castle stands on a well-chosen site. Visible

has lost none of its former appeal was completed in the
year 1572. Augustusburg Castle, however, not only
impresses through its historic atmosphere but also
because of its spaciousness which has been put to good

View from the service yard to the castle

use. There is hardly another castle in Germany which
offers such a large variety of cultural and educational
programs inside its castle walls. Here visitors will not

faith. It has never been removed from its original location

only find the motorcycle museum, but also other

since the church was consecrated. Furthermore, for

worthwhile exhibitions of game and birds, of coaches

those who wish to rest after having enjoyed all the

and of the hunting and castle history, with impressive

sights, the castle also accommodates a youth hostel

murals in the Venus and Rabbit Hall. Visitors can have

where you can stay the night.

a magnificent view from its watchtower. In addition,
falconry shows of eagles and hawks allow visitors to
vividly experience these majestic birds of prey. The
artistically minded will love the sight of the altarpiece
of the castle church which was painted by Lucas Cranach
the Younger. This altarpiece is considered to be one of
the most remarkable works of art of the Protestant

At the Motorcycle Museum

Schloss Augustusburg | 09573 Augustusburg | Phone +49 (0) 3 72 91 3 80 18 I augustusburg@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.die-sehenswerten-drei.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 72/A 4, exit Frankenberg, further via Federal Road B180 towards Flöha up to Augustusburg
BY RAIL Line 517 Flöha – Bärenstein to Erdmannsdorf, continue using the historical cable car to Augustusburg
26
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NOSSEN CASTLE

In the footsteps
of Saxon nobility
C

hanging fortunes create particularly charming

is part of Nossen Castle’s history. In 1716, the critically

buildings. This is especially true for Nossen Cast-

sick mistress had been attended to at this place for a

le. The medieval knights’ castle that previously stood

month before she was taken to Stolpen Castle where

on this site was first mentioned in 1185 in connection

she was to die in solitude 49 years later. Today, Nossen

with a legal dispute of the owners, the lords of Nuzzin.

Castle presents the fascinating history of Saxon nobility

Elector August us started converting the old walls into

in changing exhibitions. Apart from the von Schoenberg

a Renaissance hunting lodge in 1554. This gave the

and von Friesen families, the exhibitions will present

architecture of what used to be a murky fortification a

further chronicles of other aristocratic ancestry that ruled

certain degree of ease. The spirit of that European era

the country between the Vogtland and Lusatia regions

of cultural dawn can still be sensed today. Former prison

for many centuries.

Nossen Castle

The Fireplace Room

cells and authentic replicas of medieval torture instruments, however, are proof of the dark side of this place
where, for quite some time, a court pronounced its
relentless sentences. Also Countess Cosel, the famous
mistress of excessive Saxon ruler Augustus the Strong,

The historical library

Schloss Nossen | Am Schloss 3 | 01683 Nossen | Phone +49 (0) 3 52 42 5 04 35 | nossen@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schloss-nossen.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 14, exit Nossen-Nord or Nossen-Ost, via Federal Highway A 4, exit Siebenlehn
BY RAIL from Dresden, Meissen, Döbeln, Leipzig to Nossen | BY BUS from Meissen, Freiberg, Döbeln, Dresden to Nossen
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Dresden Residential Castle

Dresden Residential Castle

DRESDEN RESIDENTIAL CASTLE

Where the arts
A

lmost eight hundred years of history are reflected

reside

in the Saxon Residential Castle which was not

only the royal seat but has also been the cultural center
of the Saxon capital. Severely damaged in World War II,

roof construction which appears to be hovering above

it has now been restored to its previous beauty and

and is made of transparent plastic pillows. Close by

houses one of Europe’s greatest art collections, the

another rather more precious material protects a uni-

Dresden State Art Collections. The Residential Castle

que mural on an outer wall from the adverse effects of

is part of a museum complex of extraordinary European

time: 25,000 painted tiles made of Meissen porcelain©

significance in which the famous Green Vault, the

form the Procession of Princes, a 102-meter-long parade

»Turkish Chamber« and the Giant’s Hall of the Armory,

which depicts the rulers of the House of Wettin. On

the Coin Cabinet and the Collection of Prints, Draw-

the other side of Saxony’s most famous mural is the

ings and Photographs – Germany’s oldest museum of

Stable Courtyard, a building with a colonnade which

graphic art – have found a worthy home. The Great

was already a tourist attraction of the city in the 16th

Castle Courtyard shows in an exemplary manner the

century and which forms the backdrop of a romantic

artistic properties of the Sgraffito. The façades here

medieval Christmas market in December. The size and

have been richly decorated using this ambitious

beauty of the castle can be seen best from the 100-meter-

pebbledash method. The visitor’s lobby of the »Art

high Hausmannsturm Tower with a platform affording

Residence« is located in the Small Castle Courtyard

visitors a fantastic panorama view of the Old Town

whose Renaissance architecture is overarched by a bold

and the Elbe Valley below.

Small Castle Courtyard

Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden | Taschenberg 2 I 01067 Dresden | Phone +49 (0) 3 51 49 14 20 00 I besucherservice@skd.museum | www.skd.museum
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden Altstadt, then follow the signposting to the city center | BY TRAM get off at tram stop Theaterplatz or Altmarkt

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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FREUDENSTEIN CASTLE

Treasures of the earth
the collection of the Wella heiress Dr. Erika Pohl-

and impressively beautiful witness to the history of the

shown in a part of the castle which has been specifically

Stroeher, who was born in Saxony, can be seen in this

earth on five continents. The splendor of the exhibits

refurbished for this purpose. This is where the functio-

permanent loan exhibition which bears spectacular

has been increased as the »terra mineralia« is being

nal architecture of the third millennium merges with
architectural structures which have developed over
700 years providing a fitting stage for the crystals and
precious stones whose age is measured in eons. The
neighboring rooms house the Freiberg Mining Archive’s
collection of artifacts and scientific mining documents

Access road to the castle

from six centuries.

A

lthough you will not find the famous philosopher’s
stone here, you will find everything which makes

the heart of geologists and mineral collectors beat faster.
Freudenstein (literally Rock of Joy) is an appropriate
name for this castle because it houses a treasure of
worldwide reputation not just limited to the scientifically-minded public. The exhibition »terra mineralia«
of the Bergakademie Freiberg , University of Technology, is the world’s largest private mineralogical collection. About 3,500 of the total of 80,000 exhibits from

The treasure champer of the »terra mineralia«

Entrance to the museum from the inner yard

Schloss Freudenstein | terra mineralia | Schlossplatz 4 I 09599 Freiberg | Phone +49 (0) 37 31 39 46 54I fuehrungen@terra-mineralia.de | www.terra-mineralia.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highways A 4/A 14, exit Siebenlehn/ Nossen Ost, continue along Federal Road B 101 towards Freiberg to the town center (Schlossplatz);
via Federal Roads B 173/B 101 to the Freiberg town center | BY RAIL Dresden – Chemnitz – Hof get off at Freiberg Station
32
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HARTENFELS CASTLE

The spirit
of reform beneath

the spiral staircase

View of the castle from the Elbe River

T

Castle courtyard with the Large Spiral Straircase

his town is a monument to Luther’s reform spirit.

was buried in St. Mary’s Church. The »Torgau Museum

pillar. In its time, Hartenfels Castle was regarded as a

In Torgau, the spiritual center of the German

Route« leads visitors up the hill to the castle and the

»modern residential castle« to which an innovative

Reformation, Hartenfels Castle is the most significant

Castle Church, the first Protestant church to be built

elevator for lowering the drinks stored in the bottle

building of the townscape, an outstanding masterpiece

in Europe, whose design was based on an idea of

tower pays tribute – this contraption would provide

in one of Germany’s most beautiful Renaissance towns.

Luther and which was personally consecrated by the

the nobles who were wining and dining to the sound

This is where the »Torgau Articles« laid the foundation

great reformer. Today the castle courtyard is the central

of clinking glasses with fresh supplies.

for the Augsburg Confession, where the first Protestant

place where cultural events in Torgau are held. It is

songbook was published, and where the Protestant

dominated by the Large Spiral Staircase: This »impos-

rulers signed the »Torgau League of Princes«. This is

sible staircase«, created by great masterbuilder Konrad

also where Luther’s wife Katharina von Bora died and

Krebs, supports itself without the aid of any central

Schloss Hartenfels | Schlossstraße 27 I 04860 Torgau | Phone +49 (0) 34 21 7 01 40 I info@tic-torgau.de | www.tic-torgau.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 13, exit Duben, further along Federal Road B 87 up to Torgau; via Federal Highway A 14, exit Mutzschen

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Hartenfels Castle

WILDECK CASTLE

Cold ore and
red-hot motorbikes
Inner castle courtyard

Wildeck Castle

T

he Bohemian Route used to link the trading

tury fortifications watched over the Zschopau River

order of Duke Moritz of Saxony into a far less martial

wheeled treasures, since Zschopau used to be a centre

centre of Leipzig with the royal residence of

passage by night and by day and made the town of the

hunting castle. From the 17th to the early 20th century

of the Saxon automotive industry in the 20th century

Prague. Initially, it was mainly used for transporting

same name a safe harbor for merchants from all direc-

the Higher Forestry and Gamekeeping Authorities

– noble DKW bikes in the »Rassmussen Collection«,

salt from the Halle region to Bohemia (hence its name

tions. Today only »Fat Henry«, a more than 30-meter-

were accommodated there. Today, the white Renaissance

numerous MZ motorbikes as well as enduros and racing

»Salzstrasse« (salt road), but later also by traders and

high residential watchtower with meter-thick walls, is

castle that can be seen from afar, houses several muse-

motorbikes wait to be admired. Especially the children

carters – and they all needed protection. Therefore,

a reminder of the once defiant fortification. In the

ums especially devoted to the industrial history of the

will love the coin-minting workshop, the mineral col-

Wildeck Castle, built on the foundations of 12th-cen-

middle of the 16th century Wildeck was converted by

region. Mainly bikers will be thrilled by the many two-

lection and the giant slide.

Schloss Wildeck | Schloss Wildeck 1 (satnav address: Altmarkt 2) | 09405 Zschopau | Phone +49 (0) 37 25 28 71 70 | kultur@zschopau.de | www.schloss-wildeck.eu
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Chemnitz-Nord, further along Federal Road B 95 to Chemnitz and via Federal Road B 174 to Zschopau
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DRESDEN FORTRESS

Beneath the
balcony of Europe

The Brick Gate

T

he remnants of the fortress of Dresden, whose
entrance lies hidden between the Albertinum

and the Art Academy, are witness to the feuds and
military campaigns born out of courtly glamor. Stronglybuilt walls around the old Brick Gate receive the visitor

When it came to pomp and splendor, the rulers of

court favorite Heinrich von Bruehl. This Dresden

right where, in 1707, Johann Friedrich Boettger first

Saxony obviously had a luckier hand than in comman-

landmark, originally a defensive structure, was turned

invented European porcelain in his laboratory deep

ding their troops or choosing military allies. An enter-

into a place where people from all over the world could

below the »Jungfernbastei« (the virgin bastion). As the

taining audio guide relating the history of the fortress

stroll and was named »The Balcony of Europe« because

fortress by that time had become militarily insignificant,

in an original way will fascinate young and old alike.

here people from all over the world meet. The panoramic

it could not prevent the Prussians pillaging and plun-

Above the darkness of the fortress casemates is Bruehl’s

view of the Elbe River and the white steamboats is an

dering the Saxon capital during the Seven Years’ War.

Terrace, which was built by order of the influential

essential part of any visit to Dresden.

Bruehl’s terrace and the Dresden Fortress

Festung Dresden, Schlösser und Gärten Dresden | Georg-Treu-Platz 1 I 01067 Dresden I Phone +49 (0) 3 51 4 38 37 03 20 I festung@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.festung-dresden.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Altstadt, follow the signposting towards the city center | BY TRAM get off at tram stop Theaterplatz or Synagoge

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Colditz Castle

COLDITZ CASTLE

Great escapes
Second inner courtyard with a view of the Castle Chapel

R

uler’s seat, hunting lodge, widow’s residence –

name. Mainly British, Dutch and French military per-

their home country, tunnels were dug through the

with its white gables Colditz Castle is one of the

sonnel were kept prisoner here, including the nephew

castle walls and even a glider was made. The »Escape

most beautiful and stylistically unadulterated architec-

of Winston Churchill and the nephew of the then King

Museum« of course looks at this aspect of the castle’s

tural monuments of Central Germany from the 16th

of England, George VI. The prisoners of the »Oflag

history in great detail. But also the old battlement with

century. When nowadays groups of travelers from around

(officer’s camp) IV C« were, however, only minimally

its mighty walls, the prince’s house, the Renaissance

the world crowd around the castle and its grounds, then

impressed by the lovely atmosphere of the castle – their

portal of the Trinity Church, the castle tower with its

this is not only because of their interest in Renaissance

one and only goal was escape. About 300 documents

bulbous cupola and the old stone bridge impress visitors

of escape attempts exist, some of them reveal an unbe-

time and again. Visitors from all over the world can

lievable creativity, including successful escape attempts

reside here quite nobly when checking into the castle’s

architecture. The reason for the crowd has more to do

The escape glider on display in the museum

with recent history than with the past since the spacious
castle was a significant internment camp for high ranking

and it was to become world famous later through the

which today are part of this legendary military history.

European Youth Hostel with its reasonably priced

officers of the Western allies during the World War II

book »The Colditz Story« and the film of the same

Secret radio rooms kept the prisoners in contact with

modern rooms, friendly atmosphere and good cuisine.

Gesellschaft Schloss Colditz e. V. I Schlossgasse 1 I 04680 Colditz | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 81 4 37 77 I info@gesellschaft-schloss-colditz.com | www.schloss-colditz.com | www.colditz.jugendherberge.de
Europa-Jugendherberge Schloss Colditz | Phone +49 (0) 3 43 81 4 50 10 | colditz@jugendherberge.de | DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 14, exit Grimma, further along Federal Road B 107 towards Colditz;
via Federal Highway A 4, exit Glauchau, via Rochlitz to Colditz | BY RAIL/BUS by regional railway from Leipzig Main Station to Grimma, then by bus to Colditz or from Leipzig Main Station to Colditz by bus
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Moritzburg Little Pheasant Castle

The

splendor of

Baroque and Rococo
»Being the Senior Masterbuilder in the services of His Majesty, Augustus the Strong, was not always an easy job.
It was not that I felt neglected by the »Saxon Sunking« since he was always busy courting his ever-changing
mistresses. No – it was rather for his perpetually new architectural ideas and that he was so hard to please. Time
and again he contributed sketches in his own hand. He was a particular admirer of the art from the Far East. Asian
rulers were legendary for their wealth and immense power which many European princes starved to copy. Porcelain
from these far-off lands was regarded to be extraordinarily precious, which is why the Elector and King took
extreme delight in his alchemist Boettger who, as the first in Europe, had succeeded in making the »white gold«
of similar quality. My job, however, was building. Pillnitz Castle was the implementation of my idea of Asian
architecture. But what I am especially proud of is the Dresden Zwinger. This is where I managed to merge the arts
in the minutest detail: the well-dimensioned and diversely structured complex virtually amalgamates
with the richly decorated sculptures that were contributed by sculptor Balthasar Permoser’s
workshop. What had initially been thought to become an orangery and backdrop to a
festive area turned into a feast for my own eyes. But, of course, I was not the only outstanding architect in my time. My colleagues and successors Johann Christoph Knoeffel,
Zacharias Longuelune and Jean de Bodt contributed their shares to increasing the
scores of magnificent buildings in the middle and late Baroque in Saxony – an era that
later became known in this area as the »Augustan Age«.
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Matthaeus Daniel Poeppelmann (1662 –1736)

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Pillnitz Castle

PILLNITZ CASTLE AND PARK

Ease and magic of flowers
lector Augustus the Strong once acquired the

E

erected according to plans by the famous architect,

Baroque style. Away from the hustle and bustle of the

castle for his favorite Anna Constantia Countess

Matthaeus Daniel Poeppelmann. The grand castle and

residence town of Dresden, the place served the noble

von Cosel. When Saxony’s best-known mistress fell

park grounds directly situated on the banks of the Elbe

family as a »pleasure castle« and retreat to nature during

out of his favor and the castle became his property

River are considered a perfect example of the chinoise

the summer season. It is most impressive to approach

again, Augustus had the hillside and waterside palaces

style merging the architecture of the Far East with the

the pleasure castle with its distinctive pagoda roofs on
an Elbe River steamboat. The view from the river was
a sight Augustus and his entourage enjoyed in their
time and often indulged in pleasure rides on the Elbe
River in fancifully designed gondolas. One of them has
been preserved and can still be admired in the park. The
English, Dutch and Chinese gardens on the extensive
garden grounds urge the visitor to take a stroll and be
enchanted by the wealth of exotic plants and gorgeous
floral decoration. The Orangery and the Palm Tree
Greenhouse that has been reconstructed in old splendor

Baroque chinoiseries

attract those who take a botanical interest to appraise
their exotic treasures, as does the famous 250-year-old

the castle itself are open during summer season. At the

Japanese camellia. It has meanwhile grown to the size of

Castle Museum, one can see the originally preserved

a tree and has been given a glass home all of its own to

interior of rooms and learn about its eventful times as

protect it in winter. Every spring it displays anew its

a summer residence.

stunning wealth of blossom. The Museum of Decorative Arts and the Castle Museum accommodated in

In the lilac yard of the new palace

Schlösser und Gärten Dresden | Schloss & Park Pillnitz | August-Böckstiegel-Str. 2 | 01326 Dresden | Phone +49 (0) 3 51 2 61 32 60 | pillnitz@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schlosspillnitz.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Hellerau or Dresden-Altstadt; via Federal Highway A 17, exit Pirna, direction Radeberg and then follow the signposting
BY BOAT by Elbe River steamboat to the Pillnitz jetty
44
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WACKERBARTH CASTLE

A fizzy

pleasure
W

ackerbarth Castle (valiant beard) sounds like the

Saxony in its most beautiful form. A bubbly pleasure is

name from a fairy tale. And what awaits the

the sparkling wine from the Wackerbarth vintners and

visitor at the foot of the vineyard in Radebeul truly

has been produced for almost 200 years. This second-

seems legendary: the unique ensemble of a stately home

oldest sparkling wine producer in Germany allows the

and a belvedere, Baroque gardens and a modern factory

grapes to mature traditionally in the bottle to become

for making wine and sparkling wine in the middle of

a fine and fizzy specialty. Visitors can try the quality of

the lovely landscape of Saxony’s Elbe Valley. A real little
jewel built between 1727 and 1729 by Count August
Christoph von Wackerbarth as his retirement residence.
The belvedere amidst the vineyards

With all this pomp, the Count was not alone for long:
even Augustus the Strong treasured the charming
atmosphere and the delicacy maturing in the barrels.

the Saxon State Winery themselves, take a tour in the

Wackerbarth Castle, which experienced many a euphoric

transparent factory to see the production of the wine

party of the Saxon court, has since then been a by-word

and sparkling wines, feast on fine food, be entertained

for elegant wines and Saxon joie de vivre, and now pre-

in various events and, of course, take home a bottle of

sents the 850-year-old tradition of wine-growing in

Northern view of the castle

this noble wine.

Sächsisches Staatsweingut GmbH | Schloss Wackerbarth | Wackerbarthstrasse 1 | 01445 Radebeul | Phone +49 (0) 3 51 8 95 50 | kontakt@schloss-wackerbarth.de | www.schloss-wackerbarth.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Neustadt direction Radebeul | BY CITY RAIL towards Meißen, get off at Radebeul West

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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THE GREAT GARDEN OF DRESDEN

T

he Saxon capital itself is a big garden landscape.

Elector John George III started the Dresdeners’ favorite

Few large cities are so close to nature or have such

park with its absolutely straight avenues in 1678, mode-

extensive gardens, spacious parks and generous lawns

ling it after the French parks. The Palace at the point

for playing and sunbathing. The most impressive park

where the avenues meet is a jewel of early Baroque and

in the Saxon metropolis is the 363-acre Great Garden.

is still used today for festive events in the middle of green

The

green heart
of Dresden

surroundings, especially the Baroque part of the park

facilities, such as the Dresden Zoo and the Botanical

around the Palace that is regularly maintained and atten-

Garden make the place a cultural oasis in the middle of

ded to. Otherwise, the park is dominantly landscaped

the city. For the journey into the wide landscape of

in the English style of romantic labyrinthine paths, little

adventure visitors, young and old alike, prefer to take the

forests, extensive meadows, bodies of water and topical

miniature park railway, which is traditionally operated

gardens. Restaurants and cafés, open-air stages and

by Dresden schoolchildren.

Miniature Park Railway

The Palace

Schlösser und Gärten Dresden | Großer Garten/Kavaliershaus G | Hauptallee 5 | 01219 Dresden | Phone +49 (0) 3 51 4 45 66 00 | grosser.garten@schloesserland-sachsen.de
www.grosser-garten-dresden.de | www.dresdner-parkeisenbahn.de | DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Hellerau or Dresden-Altstadt, follow the signposting
towards the center/Zoo/Gläserne Manufaktur | BY TRAM get off at tram stops Comeniusplatz, Zoo or Großer Garten
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THE DRESDEN ZWINGER

The Nymphs‘ Bath

A

zwinger, or outer ward, is actually just the free
space between the inner and outer ring of the

Playground of the nymphs

city walls. In Dresden, the capital of Saxony, the most
splendid outer ward in the world was created for the

and size. These works of arts for the court were created

gallery and opera house were built on the planned site.

Zwinger. In the summer, the Zwinger forms an atmo-

prestigious festivities of the European aristocracy in

by architectural genius Matthaeus Daniel Poeppelmann

Today, visitors find the museums of the Dresden State

spheric backdrop to a series of open-air events.The rather

the early 18th century. Pushed on by the architectural

and master sculptor Balthasar Permoser. Plans for the

Art Collections, including the Porcelain Collection,

ensconced »Nymphs‘ Bath« counts among the most

passion of Augustus the Strong, the originally simple

construction of an adjoining palace were never realized,

the Old Masters Picture Gallery and the Royal Cabinet

beautiful fountains of Baroque – an artistic synthesis

plans for a new orangery suddenly gained in extent

but in the 19th century Gottfried Semper’s picture

of Mathematical and Physical Instruments in the

of architecture, sculpture and water.

Dresdner Zwinger | Staatliche Kunstsammlungen Dresden | Theaterplatz 1 | 01067 Dresden | Phone +49 (0) 3 51 49 14 20 00 | besucherservice@skd.museum | www.der-dresdner-zwinger.de | www.skd.museum
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden Altstadt, follow the signposting to the city center | BY TRAM get off at tram stop Theaterplatz or Postplatz

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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The Dresden Zwinger

RAMMENAU BAROQUE CASTLE

Invited by the

chambermaid

ere on the foothills of the Lusatian mountains

H

restored, Rammenau Castle stands out as a masterpiece

family obtained the grand estate by auction. Their

you can find the only manor house in Saxony

of Saxon country Baroque. After the building of the

most famous scion was Johann Centurius von Hoff-

which has remained intact. Having been comprehensively

mansion had ruined the first owner, the von Hoffmann

mann, Imperial Count von Hoffmannsegg, botanist
and highly-respected entomologist; a stroke of luck
for Saxon science, as the new owner was to give a
new home to intellectual creativity and education in
Rammenau. The interior of the castle is a sparkling
treasure trove of late Baroque and early Classicist room
design. The Chinese Room, the Pompeii Room, Bird
Room, Peacock Room, Hunting Room and the painted
walls around the staircase all go to show the ingenuity
of the cultured country nobles. Even today you can

The Golden Room

regularly listen to concerts in the imposing Mirror
Hall. Perhaps it was this special flair one can feel

chef and the chambermaids serve extraordinary dishes

troughout the palace that set the greatest son of the soil

which combine original Lusatian delicacies with Me-

on his path: Johann Gottlieb Fichte, born in Rammenau

diterranean flair.

in 1762, was to become one of the leading philosophers
of his age. The visitor can find varied and aesthetic
abundance not only in the interior decoration, but also
in the cuisine. In the historic dining room, the master

View of the marmor from the park

Barockschloss Rammenau | Am Schloss 4 | 01877 Rammenau | Phone +49 (0) 35 94 70 35 59 | rammenau@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.barockschloss-rammenau.com
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Burkau to Rammenau; via Federal Road B 6 from Dresden to Bischofswerda, then towards Kamenz up to Rammenau
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Mirror Hall at Rammenau Baroque Castle

GROSSSEDLITZ BAROQUE GARDEN

The unfinished

symphony
The »Silent Music«

T

he gardens at Grosssedlitz are among the most

with plans drawn by his own hand. It should have

The spacious terraced grounds are today a work of artistic

notable in Germany, but this symbol of absolutist

been nothing less than a Saxon Versailles here, but in

garden architecture with two orangeries, fountains and

creative drive is worth a visit for other reasons, too. It

the end Grosssedlitz was never completed – an acute

around 60 sculptures. When the visitor takes a walk, new

is also of special significance because a prominent

shortage of funds at the court of Dresden, where

views and perspecitves will open up to him all the time,

Saxon ruler left his imprint on the park’s design.

otherwise they had so happily spent money, put an end

which still today testifies to the expertise of garden

Having constructed his residence for retirement here

to the creative fantasy. Nevertheless, the 12 hectares

planning at the time. The visitor can, especially in the

in 1719, the Imperial Count von Wackerbarth sold it –

which were finished are so full of splendour that it is

summer months when exotic plants and orange trees fill

not entirely of his own volition – to Augustus the Strong.

hardly possible to imagine how the park might have

the park with scent and color, experience the imagina-

The new owner had the gardens completely rebuilt,

been had all the planned 96 hectares been completed.

tion of the highborn creator of Grosssedlitz.

The Upper Orangery

Barockgarten Großsedlitz | Parkstrasse 85 | 01809 Heidenau | Phone +49 (0) 35 29 5 63 90 | grosssedlitz@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.barockgarten-grosssdelitz.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 17, exit Pirna, then follow the signposting; via Federal Road B 172 from Dresden up to Heidenau or Pirna, then follow the signposting
BY CITY RAIL from Dresden to railway stop Heidenau-Großsedlitz, a 20-minute walk following the signposted walkway will take you there
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Grosssedlitz Baroque Garden

MORITZBURG CASTLE

A fairytale

castle
and its treasures
and white, whose splendor is mirrored in the artificial
lake surrounding the castle. One of the most outstanding collections of hunting trophies in Europe is not
the only big treasure of Moritzburg Castle. Just as unique
is the lavishly painted gold leather tapestry on the walls
of the electoral refuge. The »Feather Room« even won
a European Cultural Heritage Award. Far more than
one million colorful feathers were made into a unique
piece of art: the magnificent bed of the castle lord for
the purpose of representation – a bed as one cannot find
another one in the world. And there was a good reason

The castle island and the Baroque garden

why the stately home was used as a magical backdrop

The Hall of Monstrosities, with leather tapestry

in the legendary fairytale movie »Three Hazelnuts for

T

he certainly most beautiful Saxon moated castle

Poeppelmann, architect of the Dresden Zwinger, with

Cinderella«. During the winter season, the Baroque

the steps of the cheeky little fairytale princess. Also the

is named after Duke Moritz, who built a hunting

the conversion of the building to provide an appropriate

castle turns into a mekka for hundreds of thousands of

visitor to Moritzburg should by no means miss a look

lodge in 1542 near his residence in Dresden. In 1723

and magnificent setting for his glittering parties. This

fans of the most beautiful fairytale movie of all time.

at the Little Pheasant Castle that can be reached in just

Augustus the Strong commissioned Matthaeus Daniel

resulted in a Baroque jewel with four towers in ochre

In the exhibition on the cult-movie, one can walk in

a few minutes on foot or by horse-drawn coach.

Schloss Moritzburg und Fasanenschlösschen | 01468 Moritzburg I Phone +49 (0) 3 52 07 8 73 18 I moritzburg@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schloss-moritzburg.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Wilder Mann via Federal Highway A 13, exit Radeburg
BY BUS/RAIL from Dresden-Neustadt Station by bus towards Radeburg – Großenhain, get off in Moritzburg | Historical narrow-gauge train Radebeul Ost – Radeburg, get off in Moritzburg
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MORITZBURG LITTLE PHEASANT CASTLE

Paradise
in a nutshell
nly a few people are allowed to enter because

O

garden outside, visitors can go back in time to the

this solitaire amongst German castles is simply

world of the courts of the 18th century. Even more

too small for crowds. A walk through Little Pheasant

picturesque and unusual are the jetty and the red-and-

Castle therefore remains an exclusive pleasure just as it

white brick lighthouse close by, which give testimony

was in the past. Embedded to the east of Moritzburg

to the playful and decadent spirit of the times. This is

Castle in a gentle cultivated landscape, the prestigious

where the noblesof landlocked Saxony dreamed their

castle built by the Dresden Court in 1770 is the only

dream of glorious sea battles which for want of a real

late Rococo castle remaining in Saxony. Funding by the

fleet could only be carried out with extras and a great

Deutsche Stiftung Denkmalschutz, the Ostdeutsche
Sparkassen Stiftung and by the World Monuments
Fund allowed for it to be comprehensively restored
Little Pheasant Castle

and it is now open to the public again with all its filigree glory. Originally erected in a confined space in the
chinoise style, it now houses a complete royal court in

amount of imagination. At least the Little Pheasant

a small format. Furniture and murals restored to their

Castle offered its masters and mistresses a room with a

original state and a collection of stuffed birds are eye-

real »sea view« – this is also afforded to today’s visitors

catchers inside the building. While strolling along the

The Banquet Hall

be they of royal blood or not.

Schloss Moritzburg und Fasanenschlösschen | 01468 Moritzburg I Phone +49 (0) 3 52 07 8 73 18 I fasanenschloesschen@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.schloss-moritzburg.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 4, exit Dresden-Wilder Mann; via Federal Highway A 13, exit Radeburg
BY BUS/RAIL from Dresden-Neustadt Station by bus towards Radeburg – Großenhain, get off in Moritzburg | Historical narrow-gauge train Radebeul Ost – Radeburg, get off in Moritzburg
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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DELITZSCH BAROQUE CASTLE

Ducal parlors
I

n the event that a princess should beget a child out

of Duchess Henriette Charlotte von Saxony-Merseburg

away soon after – it is assumed today that poison may

of wedlock then the European higher nobility of

is said to have been given to a nanny after birth and

have been involved. This put an end to the Saxony-

former times had no scruples. The illegitimate offspring

removed from the court. The child, however, passed

Merseburg sideline that could have rivaled for succession to the Saxon Electoral throne. In stark contrast to
such nasty intrigues is the bright and cheerful Baroque
character of Delitzsch Castle. The pastel color of the
castle, the once-popular residence of traveling Saxon
princes in the middle of the Delitzsch Lake District,
attracts artistically minded visitors with its museum,
Baroque garden and watchtower. Inside, the castle visitors

The dining room in the »beletage«

can marvel at the prestigious interior which despite the
temporary use of the castle as a women’s penitentiary
has still retained a great deal of its original appeal.

Baroque castle and park

The prayer room

Barockschloss Delitzsch | Schlossstraße 31 I 04509 Delitzsch | Phone +49 (0) 3 42 02 6 72 37 I barockschloss@delitzsch.de | www.barockschloss-delitzsch.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A9, exit Wiedemar, then follow the signposting; via Federal Highway A 14, exit Leipzig-Mitte/Delitzsch
BY RAIL Leipzig – Dessau/Wittenberg, get off at Delitzsch Unterer Bahnhof
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LICHTENWALDE CASTLE AND PARK

Gently caressed
by the waters
Lichtenwalde Castle and Park

L

ichtenwalde is so very different from other Saxon

avenue, one is left almost speechless by the impressive

on three floors, exhibits of foreign or long gone cultures,

castles because it is surrounded by a network of

layout of this peaceful green paradise. While aptly illus-

including art objects and ritual items from Nepal and

fountains. One hundred of these fountain complexes

trating the transition from Baroque to Rococo, the ter-

Tibet, pieces of porcelain, lacquered items, furniture

are situated throughout the Baroque garden with more

raced park, however, never completely reveals itself to

and silk embroidery from China and Japan, funerary

than 400 individual fountains connected by an intricate

the visitor’s eyes. Time and again the eye is attracted by

goods and ghost masks from West Africa. Visitors should

playful details such as antique amphoras, statues and

not miss the largest and most comprehensive silhouette

of rustling leaves, splashing water and the sweet scent

circular flower beds and it is drawn from the artificial

collection in Germany.

of flowers in the spring. Lichtenwalde was chosen as

garden itself to the real nature in the Zschopau Valley

one of Germany’s most beautiful park ensembles with

below, which is now a nature preserve. The castle itself

good reason. Approaching the castle from the park’s

today houses the »Treasury« Museum which displays,

circulating system. Visitors can experience a symphony
»Treasury« Museum

Schloss und Park Lichtenwalde | Schlossallee 1 | 09577 Niederwiesa, OT Lichtenwalde | Phone +49 (0) 3 72 06 88 7 38 12 | lichtenwalde@schloesserland-sachsen.de | www.die-sehenswerten-drei.de
DIRECTIONS | BY CAR via Federal Highway A 72/A 4, exit Frankenberg, continue along Federal Road B 169 direction Chemnitz up to Lichtenwalde

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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Discover Your

Kingdom

»With

rland
e
s
s
e
o
l
h
sc
tour!«
on

Ten days at € 20 or a full year at € 40.

Benefits at more than 45 properties
•
•

•

•

•

Entitles to visit over 45 properties as
often as you like
Two children up to age 15 enjoy free
admission to all permanent exhibitions when
accompanied by the pass holder
Free admission to all permanent exhibitions or
outdoor facilities, reduced admission to special
exhibitions
Except: reduced admission to the Dresden
Residence Castle (except the Historical
Green Vault) and to the Dresden Zwinger;
concession rates for guided tours at the
Moritzburg Little Pheasant Castle and
for the Dresden Park Railway
10 % discount on the regular room rate at
our castle and monastery hotels

The schloesserlandPASS can be obtained at
all participating properties or online.
For further sales spots and detailed information,
please go to www.schloesserland-sachsen.de

What you save
Example:
One adult and two children aged 15 and younger
Admission 2013
Meissen Albrechtsburg Castle
Moritzburg Castle
Koenigstein Fortress

10 €
7€
13 €

Totalprice

30 €

With a schloesserlandPASS for 10 days,
you pay only once

20 € !

Tip
Travelling with someone accompanying you is more fun. Therefore benefit from our family discount
and save € 5 or € 10, respectively, and purchase two schloesserlandPASSES for ten days or a full year.

Meissen Albrechtsburg Castle
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How to get
to Saxony
By car

By rail

Federal Highways in Saxony
A 4: Aachen – Cologne, interrupted once,
continued in Bad Hersfeld via Erfurt –
Weimar – Chemnitz – Dresden – Görlitz
A 13: Berlin – Dresden
A 14: Magdeburg – Halle – Leipzig and from
Nossen further along the A 4 to Dresden
A 38: Göttingen – Leipzig
A 72: Hof – Chemnitz

There is an ICE connection between Dresden and
Leipzig. IC or ICE connections are available from
many larger stations in Germany. EC trains go
between Dresden and Vienna, and between Dresden
and Zurich there is a CNL (CityNightLine)
connection. www.bahn.de

Driving times in Saxony
Dresden – Leipzig:
Dresden – Berlin:
Dresden – Prague:
Dresden – Munich:
Dresden – Hamburg:
Dresden – Frankfurt (M):
Dresden – Cologne:
Dresden – Vienna:
Dresden – Zurich:
Dresden – Warsaw:

1 hour 15 minutes
2 hours
2 hours
4 hours 30 minutes
4 hours 50 minutes
4 hours 30 minutes
5 hours 30 minutes
5 hours
7 hours 15 minutes
8 hours

By plane
The Dresden and Leipzig/Halle airports are wellconnected to the largest inner-German airports of
Frankfurt, Munich and Duesseldorf. There are
regular connections to other inner-German airports,
too. Flight times do not take longer than one hour
in any case. There are also direct flights to Vienna
and Zurich.

»By c

air or raar,
il
we’d a
rrive
soone
r!«

By public transport
Saxony has a well-developed local public transport
network. All public transport providers offer day
tickets for individuals or groups.
Verkehrsverbund Oberelbe (VVO)
www.vvo-online.de: Dresden – Meissen –
Saxon Switzerland – Eastern Ore Mountains
Mitteldeutscher Verkehrsverbund (MDV)
www.mdv.de: Leipzig – Halle
Verkehrsverbund Mittelsachsen (VMS)
www.vms.de: Chemnitz – Central Ore Mountains
Zweckverband Verkehrsverbund OberlausitzNiederschlesien (ZVON) www.zvon.de:
Bautzen – Görlitz
Traveling times by public transport in Saxony
Dresden – Leipzig:
1 hour 15 minutes
Dresden – Chemnitz:
1 hour
Dresden – Görlitz:
1 hour 15 minutes
Dresden – Meissen:
45 minutes
Dresden – Saxon Switzerland: 30 – 45 minutes

For further information and current advice as well as ticket prices and opening hours please go to
www.schloesserland-sachsen.de

Moritzburg Castle

www.schloesserland-sachsen.de
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EDITORIAL DEADLINE
March 2013

For information on the availability of free access for people with disabilities, go to www.sachsen-barrierefrei.de. There you
can order your free copy of the brochure »Sachsen barrierefrei« (Saxony barrier-free travel) which provides comprehensive
information on accommodation and places of interest especially for people with disabilities.
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Savor with all your senses
Our family-led four star hotel offers culinary richness and
attractive arrangements for your discovery tour along Saxony’s Wine Route. Only a few minutes walking distance
away from the hotel you can find the vineyard of Saxon
master vintner Klaus Zimmerling – his expertise and our
cuisine merge in one of Saxony’s most beautiful castle
complexes into a unique experience.
Fireplace restaurant with gourmet kitchen
Bistro with regional specialties
Hotel-owned confectioner’s shop
Bus service – Elbe River Steamboat jetty

Dresden-Pillnitz Castle Hotel
Schloss Hotel Dresden-Pillnitz
August-Böckstiegel-Straße 10
01326 Dresden
Phone +49(0)351 2614-0
reservierung@schlosshotel-pillnitz.de
www.schlosshotel-pillnitz.de
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Old Splendor in New Glory.
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Old Splendor in New Glory.

